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We report the design, synthesis, and evaluation of multifunctional
pores1 with electron-deficient naphthalenediimide (NDI)2 π-clamps3

at their inner surface for molecular recognition by aromatic electron
donor-acceptor interactions (i.e.,1, Figures 1 and 2).4 Stimuli-
responsive synthetic pores attract increasing scientific attention
because of their adaptable applicability in domains such as
diagnostics (multicomponent sensing), drug discovery (inhibitor
screening), and so on.5 However, the molecular recognition motifs
elaborated so far for synthetic pores focus on multiple ion pairing.5,6

Here, we introduceπ-clamping3 by aromatic electron donor-
acceptor interactions2 as an attractive concept to complement
molecular recognition within synthetic multifunctional pores with
interactions that are (a) orthogonal to ion pairing6 and (b) beyond
reach with biological multifunctional pores.7 In pore1, NDIs with
their sticky,π-acidic surfaces2,4 were selected as ideal abiotic amino
acid side chains (πA)8 to “clamp” π-basic guest molecules (Figure
2). Flanking lysines (K) were added for assistance with ion
pairing3a,b as in the previous pore2 without π-acidic clamps.9

Pore1 was synthesized in 24 overall steps. The synthesis of
artificial NDI amino acids was as unproblematic as expected from
previous reports in the literature.4,8 Solution-phase peptide synthesis
as well as coupling to the classicalp-octiphenyl scaffold,4,5,9

however, was successful only with the temporary introduction of
bulky protecting groups for the primary alcohol in the NDI side
chain to solubilize otherwise intractable synthetic intermediates.
Detailed procedures are reported in the Supporting Information.
To probe the functional relevance ofπ-clamping within pore1,
we further synthesized theπ-basic dialkoxynaphthalene (DAN)
dihydrazide3 and theπ-acidic NDI dihydrazide4 (Figure 2). Their
reaction with ketones such as pyruvate orR-ketoglutarate provided
rapid access to DAN and NDI blockers of variable size and charge
such as5-8 (Table 1).10

Pore1 was characterized by fluorogenic dye efflux from egg
yolk phosphatidylcholine large unilamellar vesicles that were loaded
with 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein at concentrations high enough for self-
quenching (EYPC-LUVs⊃CF).5,9 In this assay, the activity of pore
1 is reported as an increase in CF emission in response to CF efflux
(Figure 3A, solid line).11 In the same assay, molecular recognition
of blockers5-10by pore1 is reported as a change in pore activity
in response to chemical stimulation (Figure 3A, dotted line).5,9

Decreasing pore activity in the resulting dose response curves
(Figure 3B) identifies pore blockers and their IC50, the characteristic
blocker concentration that reduces pore activity to 50% (Table 1).

According to this method, pore1 was sensitive to the presence
of aromatic anions such as5-10 (Table 1). The same pore did,
however, not recognize the presence of the aliphatic control11
despite comparable bulk and charge (Table 1). Direct comparison
of aromatic and aliphaticR-ketoglutarate dihydrazones7 and 11
revealed a more than 1000-fold increase in blocker efficiency in
the presence of DAN (Table 1, entries 3 vs 7). Within the DAN
series, blockage efficiency increased with blocker charge and size.

Effective inhibitory concentrations reached from IC50 ) 95 µM
for the small DAN dianion9 to IC50 ) 240 nM for the large DAN
tetraanion7 (Table 1, entries 1-3).

To determine the specific contributions fromπ-clamping to
molecular recognition within pore1, comparison with the clamp-
free pore2 was necessary. Clamping factors∏ ) IC50 (2)/IC50 (1)
were introduced to identify negligible (∏ ≈ 1) or significant (∏
>> 1) aromatic interactions.2,3 As with the overall blocker activities,

Figure 1. Self-assembly of the rigid-rodâ-barrel pore1 from monomers
1m and of the control pore2 from monomers2m. â-Sheets are shown as
solid (backbone) and dotted lines (hydrogen bonds, top) or as arrows (NfC,
bottom); external amino acid residues are dark on white, internal ones white
on dark (single-letter abbreviations); see Figure 2 for full structure of
â-sheets andπ-clamps. All shown suprastructures may be considered as,
at worst, simplifying but productive working hypotheses that are compatible
with all reported experimental data on function (including ref 11), with
molecular dynamics simulations,12 and with extensive previous structural
and functional evidence on the same motif5,9 (including AFM images of
polymers moving through pore2).9b

Figure 2. The concept ofπ-clamping within pore1 exemplified with
blocker5, made from hydrazide3 and pyruvate, to give inclusion complex
1⊃5 with operational aromatic electron donor-acceptor interactions (red
arrows; see Figure 1 for full structure of1).
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clamping factors increased with blocker charge and size in both
the DAN and the NDI series (Table 1). Increasing∏ factors with
increasing blocker charge suggested that proximal ion pairing
strengthens rather than weakensπ-clamping within pore1.

To further identify individual contributions from aromatic
electron donor-acceptor interactions, direct comparison of indi-
vidual IC50’s was naturally insufficient. Contributions from other
effects were, however, readily eliminated by comparing clamping
factors for π-basic DAN blockers (∏D) with those for the
correspondingπ-acidic NDI blockers (∏A). Donor-acceptor factors
∏DA ) ∏D/∏A were introduced to identify absence (∏DA ) 1) or
presence (∏DA > 1) of this eventual “adhesiveness” ofπ-clamping
within pore1. Gratifyingly, clamping factors∏ for π-basic DAN
blockers (∏D) exceeded those forπ-acidic NDI blockers (∏A)
without exception. The found∏DA ≈ 4 values were all significant
and roughly independent of blocker charge and size (Table 1, entries
1-3).

In research that focuses on the creation of advanced function,
experimental evidence for that function seems to be all that really
matters. Forπ-clamping within synthetic pores, this essential line
of evidence consists of (a) similar activity of pores with and without
π-clamps, (b) different blockage efficiency with and without
π-clamps (∏ > 1), and increasing clamping factors∏ with (c)

increasing blocker charge (supportive ion pairing), and (d) increas-
ing aromatic electron donor-acceptor interactions (“adhesiveness”
∏DA > 1). Preliminary results confirm that the availability of
synthetic pores that respond to chemical stimulation other than ion
pairing will greatly expand their practical usefulness as sensors and
beyond.10,12
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Table 1. Blockage Data for Pores 1 and 2a

cpd IC50 (1) (µM)b IC50 (2) (µM)b Πc ΠDA
d

1 9 94.7( 3.1 2043( 103 21.6 4.8
2 5e 4.5( 0.3 136.2( 5.8 30.3 3.9
3 7e 0.24( 0.02 9.8( 0.4 40.8 3.8
4 10 32.7( 0.9 146.7( 5.7 4.5
5 6e 25.7( 1.5 196.7( 18.3 7.7
6 8e 2.5( 0.19 26.9( 1.2 10.8
7 11e >100 n.d.

a Determined from dose response curves for fluorogenic CF efflux from
EYPC-LUVs⊃CF as in Figure 3A.b Blocker concentration required for 50%
blockage of pore1 or 2. Data( SE are the average value of at least three
independent measurements.c Clamping factor Π ) IC50 (2)/IC50 (1).
d Donor-acceptor factorΠDA ) ΠD/ΠA, i.e.,Π9/Π10 (entry 1);Π5/Π6 (entry
2); Π7/Π8 (entry 3).e Accessible from3, 4, or adipic hydrazide and pyruvate
or R-ketoglutarate.

Figure 3. (A) Fractional change in CF emissionI (λεx ) 492 nm,λεm )
517 nm) as a function of time after addition of7 (0.01 (a), 0.03 (b), 0.1 (c),
0.3 (d), 1 (e), 3 (f), and 10µM (g)) and 1m (375 nM, arrow) to EYPC-
LUVs⊃CF (∼65 µM EYPC, 10 mM HEPES, 107 mM NaCl, pH 6.5). (B)
Dependence of the fractional activityYof pores1 (b, 9) and2 (O, 0, both
375 nM monomer) on the concentrationc of DAN 7 (b, O) and NDI8 (9,
0).
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